The so-called "TV white spaces" (TVWS)-representing unused TV channels in any given location as the result of the transition to digital broadcasting-is designated for unlicensed use [1], [2], [3] by the US Federal Communications Commission (FCC). This presents significant new opportunities within the context of emerging 4G networks for developing new wireless access technologies that meet the goals of the US National Broadband Plan [4] (notably true broadband access for an increasing fraction of the population). There are multiple challenges in realizing this goal; the most fundamental being the fact that the available WS capacity is currently not accurately known, since it depends on a multiplicity of factors-including system parameters of existing incumbents (broadcasters), propagation characteristics of local terrain as well as FCC rules. In this paper, we explore the capacity of white space networks by developing a detailed model that includes all the major variables, and is cognizant of FCC regulations that provide constraints on incumbent protection. Real terrain information and propagation models for the primary broadcaster and adjacent channel interference from TV transmitters are included to estimate their impact on achievable WS capacity. The model is later used to explore various trade-offs between network capacity and system parameters and suggests possible amendments to FCC's incumbent protection rules in the favor of furthering white space capacity.
INTRODUCTION
N EXT generation of cellular data networks will face an exponential growth of wireless data traffic resulting from the boom in multimedia applications running on smart phones, tablets, and other wireless devices [5] . Available 4G (licensed) spectrum will clearly be insufficient to meet this demand, leading to cellular operators searching for novel mechanisms to achieving operational efficiencies that enhance network capacity. Obviously, an essential response to this increasing demand is the opening of new spectrum-both licensed, and recently, unlicensed. Resulting from the transition to digital TV broadcasting 1 and the consequent freeing up of VHF/UHF spectrum (between 50-700 MHz), FCC took the unprecedented step of allocating significant portions for unlicensed use, intended for providing enhanced wireless broadband access [2] , [3] . These bandscollectively denoted as TV White Spaces (TVWS)-are juxtaposed with the 4G 700-MHz licensed bands 2 and will allow secondary (unlicensed) users to opportunistically access them as long as interference protection guarantees to the neighboring primary (licensed) networks are ensured. A strategy for coordinated use of both licensed and unlicensed 700 MHz spectrum is the likely answer for 4G cellular operators, just as offloading to 802.11 WLAN hotspot networks has proved to be a boon for 3G network providers. TVWS (sometimes subbed as 'super Wi-Fi') may potentially provide even more significant offload/spectrum aggregation opportunities, considering other proximal government-held spectrum that are also being explored for de-regulation [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] .
Clearly, the most critical task for a dynamic spectrum access (DSA)-based cognitive user is finding spectrum 'holes' efficiently [11] , i.e., spectrum resources in time-frequency-spatial dimensions at any location that are currently available, which can be then used for unlicensed operation. Current FCC rules of operation for unlicensed users in TVWS require them to register with and obtain recommendations from a list of approved database administrators (DBA)-such as a list of available TVWS channels-for their operation, so as to ensure interference protection to the incumbents. The DBA is responsible for complying with FCC regulations [3] in modeling all primary users status, as a basis of providing the necessary recommendations to the secondary users requesting access.
In this work, we explore a fundamental issue pertaining to WS usage by secondary networks, which may be succinctly captured by the question How much WS network capacity actually exists per FCC rules?. Clearly, the answer to this question is of paramount importance to 4G network operators as they consider new infrastructure for unlicensed WS access as part of their operations. We show that it depends on multiple factors: Primary network parameters (transmit power and signal masks, modulation/coding) FCC rules for protection of primary users/networks by limiting secondary operation (protection regions, adjacent TV channels, primary receiver design and sensitivity) Propagation characteristics (location dependent terrain models, heights etc.) 1 . In the US this was completed by June 2009. 2. For example, portions of 698-806 MHz were auctioned off by 2008 in the US to provide for 4G mobile broadband services. Secondary network parameters (transmit power and signal masks, modulation/coding, multiple access schemes) Prior works on this topic, notably [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] do not provide a sufficiently nuanced exploration of this question (available secondary network capacity) as a function of all the parameters above. Notably, the structure of the spatial variations in secondary capacity has not been adequately captured, in our opinion. Further, FCC regulations have evolved significantly since the first release of TVWS [1] , [3] as well as the primary network (TV broadcasters) which in turn impact TVWS capacity analysis. Mutual effects of secondary and primary networks, such as co-channel and adjacent-channel interference, are not considered. Furthermore, realistic and empirical path loss models that are based on actual terrain information have not been previously used.
We develop a spatial description of WS capacity via a model that captures both primary and secondary network aspects as well as channel and environmental characteristics. An important side benefit of our analysis is the spotlight it shines on whether the current incumbent protection rules proposed by the FCC may need amending in the interests of promoting more WS availability. Our analysis thus provides fundamental insights into aspects of coexistence between secondary users and primary transmitters as a function of FCC regulations [2] , [3] . The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the network structure for coexistence of secondary and primary users. Section 3 formulates capacity of each secondary cell. The problem of channel availability determination is discussed in Section 4 which includes current FCC rules, primary protection region definition as well as selection of propagation (path loss) model along with underlying physical environmental parameters. Section 5 introduces interference models. Numerical calculations in Section 6 provides high level results on available secondary capacity whereas Section 7 explores multiple trade-offs that arise. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper and some supplementary details are provided in the appendix.
SECONDARY NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
In practice, secondary networks can be deployed arbitrarily as an ad-hoc network. However, the outcome of such adhoc networks will be increased mutual interference and degradation of throughput (this is what has already been observed in chaotic WiFi deployments in 2.4 GHz). Therefore, cellular planning is a smarter choice; a very good use case are Small Cells that are deployed outdoors (stadiums, halls etc. for events) under control of the network operator. In this section, we consider secondary cellular networks that coexist with primary network.
Cellular communication systems are based on the notion of frequency reuse which allows a channel to be spatially reused by different users, as long as the co-channel interference is within acceptable bounds. However, for TVWS applications, the cellular layout of the secondary cells (SC) is further restricted by the primary protection regions, as shown in Fig. 1 . This figure presents TV towers as an irregular primary network, where each primary cell corresponds to the coverage area of the associated tower extended by an additional distance for protection of PUs on the edge. Here, r i is the maximum distance at which the received TV signal is above the detection threshold [3] , [16] , [17] . The regions outside the primary transmitter coverage area constitute the white/gray space [18] that can be utilized by secondary networks; secondary cells are naturally much smaller than primary cells, due to power and antenna height limitations.
Characterizing the white spaces and the primary-to-secondary interference requires knowledge of deployment of TV towers (primary transmitters) and their parameters, which is available from the FCC database [19] . Comparing the examples of TV channels 13 (see Figs. 6) and 5 (see Fig. 7 ) indicates that the patterns of spatial reuse for primary (TV channels) are irregular (across channels). As a result, the availability of WS shows significant spatial variations, which we explore in more details later.
Let's define the set of available white space channels in a secondary cell A (according to FCC rules for protection of primary users) as:
where G A represents all relevant network parameters that can affect channel availability, including transmission power, antenna height above average terrain (HAAT), out of band emission, etc. Note that ÇðB; G B Þ represents a different list of available channels. In order to protect secondary users from secondary interference, only a subset of available channels are assigned to each secondary cell which is considered in Section 5.
SECONDARY LINK CAPACITY
We begin developments by computing the Shannon capacity of a (hypothetical) secondary transmitter-receiver pair located at a point, i.e. the capacity of an infinitesimal cell with one active link where the separation between the source and receiver is negligible. At this point, we assume that the secondary users are allocated one of the available channels c i 2 ÇðA; G A Þ at any secondary cell A (this assumption will later be generalized by summing over all possible channels); the capacity is a function of the usual parameters-signal to noise + interference ratio and available bandwidth
where W 0 ¼ 6 MHz (for TV channels in USA) represents the bandwidth of an NTSC TV channel. Since the allocated channel c i is not available at every location, a more appropriate measure of available capacity is an area average. To do this, we introduce a Bernoulli random process for the availability of any secondary WS channel, as follows:
where Q T is the transmitter location, V is the set of all protection regions for the channel currently under exploration. G, as defined before, is the set of network parameters that must comply with FCC requirements (') for incumbent protection. Using this, let's define the channel availability probability pðGÞ ¼ Pr½Q T 6 2 V as the normalized average of W ðQ T ; GÞ over an area A
The capacity averaged over transmitter and receiver locations is thus
where the SINR depends on (secondary) receiver's location Q R . Eq. (5) can be calculated for every channel separately and the overall capacity of a cell that is exploiting all available channels is obtained by summing over all channels
CHANNEL AVAILABILITY DETERMINATION
Availability of every permissible TV channel c i 2 f2 : 51g is mainly a function of location and secondary user transmission characteristics. FCC defines various rules for secondary TV band devices (or TVBDs, subsequently) to protect primary receivers [2] , [3] that affect the probability of channel availability. A brief summary of the relevant FCC regulations follows:
Permissible channels. A fixed TVBD may operate on any channel in f2 : 51g n f3; 4; 37g subject to conditions below [2] , [3] . Further, personal/portable devices may only transmit on available channels above channel 20, f21 : 51g n f37g subject to following requirements.
Power limit. For fixed TVBD, the maximum power delivered to antenna may not exceed 1 Watt in 6 MHz with a maximum of 6-dBi gain for antenna (maximum 36-dBm of EIRP 3 ). For personal/portable TVBD, the maximum EIRP shall not exceed 20 dBm per 6 MHz. If portable TVBD is transmitting in an adjacent channel to a primary transmitter, then maximum EIRP is limited to 16-dBm. Antenna height. The transmit antenna for fixed devices may not be more than 30 meters above the ground. In addition, fixed devices may not be located at sites where the antenna height above average terrain is more than 250 meters. Portable device antenna is assumed to be less than 3 meters above the ground. Interference protection. TVBD must protect digital and analog TV services within the contours defined in Table 6 for various types of TV services. Fixed and portable TVBD are not allowed to transmit within a minimum separation distance from the border of protected contour that is defined in [3] based on secondary transmitter class and height above average terrain. Fixed devices must be outside protection regions of co-channel and adjacent channel stations. Portable devices are allowed to transmit within adjacent channel contours with a maximum power of 40 mW. PLMRS/CMRS. In 13 major metropolitan areas that are specified by FCC, some of the channels between 14 to 21 are reserved for PLMRS/CMRS. Therefore, TVBD may not operate at distances less than 134-km for cochannel operation and 131-km for adjacent channel operation from the center of those designated areas. Radio astronomy sites. TVBDs are not allowed to operate at any TV channel within 2.4 km from registered radio astronomy sites in FCC database. Microphone reserved. The first available TV channel above and below channel 37 are reserved for wireless microphones. If no channel is available above (below) channel 37 then the two channels below (above) are reserved. TVBDs are not permitted to operate on these reserved channels. The aggregate effect of FCC rules is modeled through defining protection regions for primary users, as discussed below, where no secondary is allowed to transmit. Note that protection region includes protection contour as well as minimum separation distance. Therefore, channel availability probability represents the ratio of the area where channel is considered free (according to regulations above ) to the total area of discussion.
Primary Protection Region
Considering a permissible WS channel c i at any location and an area A with N co-channel secondary and M adjacent-channel (either channels c i À 1 or c i þ 1) primary users. For every licensed device, a protected contour [2] , defined by FCC for different types of stations, is considered that represents the coverage area of that transmitter. This grade B contour for TV broadcasters, is a function of following parameters: P t : Primary transmitter effective power (EIRP). D: Minimum required signal for primary receiver, defined in Table 6 . f: Frequency. h t /h r : Tx/Rx Antenna height above average terrain. DH: Terrain irregularity parameter which distinguishes plains versus mountains. Service type: FCC regulates different rules for various services in TV band, such as PLMRS/CMRS 4 versus low power auxiliary services including wireless microphones. 3 . Effective isotropic radiated power.
4. Personal land/commercial mobile radio services.
Environmental effects that change propagation path loss, such as radio climate, conductivity of ground, surface refractivity, etc. The overall protection region is an area of radius r p ¼ r PC þ d MS where r PC is the protected contour radius and d MS is an additional minimum separation distance as shown in Fig. 2 . Detailed description of protection region calculation is provided in Appendix A. We define this area as the primary network cell shown in Fig. 1 . The secondary cells can exist in any region beyond these primary protected cells. Therefore, the channel availability probability, using an area average, is approximated as
where A p;co ðjÞ is the co-channel protection area for transmitter j 2 f1 : Ng and A p;adj ðkÞ is adjacent-channel protection area for transmitter k 2 f1 : Mg. In most cases, as our simulation reveals, there are significant overlaps between cochannel and adjacent channel areas which is considered in A p ði; jÞ. Dependency of A p;co , A p;adj on G is removed for notational simplicity. We remark that the protection region in reality is generally an irregular area that is non-circular, largely due to varying terrain heights as a function of azimuth angles as seen at a primary transmitter location.
Path Loss Model
Choosing an appropriate path loss model is very important in TVWS capacity analysis because it directly affects all subsequent results and choice of secondary parameters. There are various path loss models in the literature that has been adopted for different applications, frequency range and environments [17] , [20] , [21] , [22] , [23] , [24] . Except for free space model that is derived from pure theory, most useful path loss models are based on experimental measurements; this includes the well-known HATA model family for different terrain categories such as urban, suburban and rural areas [21] that has been widely used in cellular network planning. However, such path loss models are significantly limited in terms of accuracy in their range of parameters such as transmitter/receiver antenna height, coverage distance and frequency. Therefore, for TV tower specifications including very high altitude (as high as 700 meters) and broad coverage area (upto 100 km), more general models are required that incorporate real terrain information. We thus settle on the Longley-Rice (ITM) model that is measurement-driven and covers a wide range of input parameters, appropriate for TV coverage estimation [16] . A computer implementation of this model is provided by NTIA [23] called ITM, and is described here.
Irregular terrain methodology (ITM) estimates radio propagation losses for frequencies between 20-MHz and 20-GHz as a function of distance and the variability of the signal in time and space. It is an improved version of the Longley-Rice Model [25] , which gives an algorithm developed for computer applications. The model is based on electromagnetic theory and signal loss variability expressions derived from extensive sets of measurements [22] , [26] . It is applicable to point-to-area calculations with point being the location of a broadcast station or a base station for mobile service and area refers to locations of broadcast receivers or mobile stations. The area is described by the terrain roughness factor (irregularity parameter) Dh, which is defined as the interdecile value computed from the range of all terrain elevations for the area, calculated separately in every direction.
Based on Longley-Rice methodology, calculation of coverage is as follows. For analog TV, computation is made inside the conventional Grade B contour defined in Section 73.683 of the FCC rules, with the exception that the defining field for UHF channels is modified by subtracting a dipole factor. The same adjustment is needed for digital TV calculations. Modified signal strength tables for analog and digital TV are shown in Table 7 .
ITM-Input Parameters
The following input parameters are required for a proper description of the communication link. The main parameters affecting this model are:
f: frequency, 20 MHz to 20 GHz. d: Distance between the two terminals, 1 to 2,000 km. h g1 ; h g2 : Antenna structural heights, 0.5 to 3,000 m. pol: Horizontal or vertical polarization. Dh: Terrain irregularity parameter. This is the main parameter that captures the effect of terrain elevation on path loss calculation. Note that antenna heights are calculated relative to average terrain height surrounding TV transmitter. This in fact changes in different angles and results in non-circular path loss patterns just as terrain roughness parameter Dh creates angle dependency.
INTERFERENCE MODEL
SINR is by definition the ratio of received power at receiver location to noise and interference: There are two sources of interference in TV white space networks:
Primary-to-Secondary
Although primary users are protected from undesired interferences from unlicensed devices, they introduce a significant source of interference to secondary users working in the same or adjacent bands. The level of interference at every location depends on the distance from the secondary receiver to nearby TV broadcasters, as shown in Fig. 3 , as well as other physical parameters such as antenna height. TV transmitters introduce both co-channel and adj-channel interference to secondary users, due to signal leakage from each channel to lower/upper bands. The aggregate interference for the receiver location Q R is:
where P i =G i is the transmitter power and antenna gain, L TV ð:Þ is path loss function from TV broadcaster, G r is the receiver antenna gain and N=M is number of co-channel/adjchannel surrounding TV towers (we consider TV transmitters up to a distance of 300 km in numerical calculation section). h is the leakage factor for TV transmitters defined as the ratio of power transmitted in upper/lower band to total power and d i is distance to primary transmitter i. Note that, location dependency, I P 2S ðQ R Þ is hidden inside distance factor d i .
In order to consider adjacent channel interference in simulation, we consider a practical transmission mask, introduced for 8-VSB standard [27] , shown in Fig. 4 for full service digital TV transmitters. It defines maximum power leakage to upper and lower channels for a maximum of two channel distance. Similar masks are defined for TV translators and low power TV broadcasters [27] . Full service transmitter mask is defined as below:
In the range between Channel Edge and 500 kHz from the Channel Edge: Emission À47 dB DTV 5 More than 6 MHz from Channel Edge: Emission À110dB DTV At any frequency between 500 kHz and 6 MHz from the Channel Edge:
Emission Àð11:5ðjDfj À0:5Þ þ 47ÞdB DTV , with Df being the frequency difference in MHz from the Channel Edge. By defining the emission mask function EðfÞ as above for full service DTV, the overall leakage to adjacent channels with respect to total power is:
Following the same procedure for LPTV DTV or translator services results in:
10 Àð1:15ðfÀ0:5Þþ4:7Þ df þ 5 Ã 10 À5:7 þ 3 Ã 10 À7:6 ¼ 1:76 Ã 10 À5 ;
Secondary-to-Secondary
The interference that is experienced by a white space receiver from other TVBD users has severe impacts on its performance. As discussed before, the area A is divided to multiple cells and each channel is used several times in non-adjacent cells. The minimum distance that allows the same frequency to be reused will depend on many factors, such as the number of co-channel cells in vicinity of the center cell, the type of geographic terrain contour, antenna height, and transmitted power at each cell site, [29] .
The frequency reuse distance D can be determined from
where K is the frequency reuse pattern, defined by shift
In theory, increasing D will reduce the chance of co-channel interference and is desired. 5. dB DTV is the relative power with respect to total power in the transmitter's 6 MHz Channel including the pilot.
On the other hand, spectrum inefficiency will also increase as the ratio of q ¼ D r cell increases. The goal is to obtain the smallest K that maximizes efficiency and still meets the protection requirements on incumbents. This involves estimating co-channel interference and selecting the minimum frequency reuse distance D feasible.
Here, we assume that secondary cell size is fixed and is determined by the coverage area corresponding to the secondary transmit power [29] . For a homogeneous secondary network with fixed cell size, the co-channel interference is independent of the transmitted power of each cell, i.e. the receiver threshold at a mobile secondary receiver is adjusted to the size of the cell. The received carrier-to-interference ratio at the desired mobile receiver is [29] 
where K I is the number of interferer at each tier and I i;j is the interference of the co-channel cell shifted by i; j. In a fully equipped hexagonal-shaped cellular system, K I ¼ 6
D. G sec is secondary antenna gain and L sec ð:Þ is path loss function between secondary users. The overall experienced secondary-to-secondary interference is
In practice, the closest cells are the prominent interferers and the sum above is practically limited to i; j ¼ 2 instead of infinity. Note that I S2S depends on precise location of the receiver inside the cell. However, we consider an uplinkonly scenario in which interference is calculated at the center of the cell site. The resulting SINR is
Using (5), (7) and (8), the average capacity per cell for each individual TVWS channel is
NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS
In this section, numerical results are provided for evaluation of the analysis in previous sections. The main focus is to explore dependency of network capacity on various parameters and subsequent optimization of parameter choices. All simulations are performed on a TVWS simulation platform developed at University of Washington, a snapshot of which is shown in Fig. 5 . This platform models protection regions for all primary transmitters registered in the FCC database [19] , and applies all FCC regulations to determine available channels to secondary devices. It also estimates interference level and achievable capacity at any location inside the United States. High resolution terrain elevation 6 is used for accurate computation of path loss function. Population data are obtained from [32] which is based on Census 2010 publication and provides high-resolution spatial distribution of US population especially in urban areas. Statistical results are based on Monte-Carlo simulation over 20,000 locations in contiguous United States which are carefully chosen to cover various population densities from unpopulated (<10) to overpopulated (>10,000) regions 7 . We use particular path loss models for different parts of the analysis. Specifically, we use Longley-Rice in area mode to calculate protected regions of TV broadcasters. For primary to secondary interference, Longley-Rice in point to point mode is used that highly depends on the terrain profile between transmitter and receiver. This is a terrain-specific path loss model, well designed for calculation of path loss between two individual points. Finally, Hata model is used for secondary to secondary interference because it is particularly designed for mobile services in urban, suburban and rural areas.
Figs. 6 and 7 show calculated protection regions for TV transmitters on channel 13 and 5 across the continental US, using Longley-Rice methodology in area mode. The spatial distribution of transmitters as well as non-circularity of protections regions, as a result of terrain variations, are well highlighted in the figures. Note the general lack of structure in the distribution of TV transmitters, indicating the lack of any prior planning (as in cellular layout) for TV broadcast.
Channel Availability Statistics
FCC regulation restricts TVBD in many aspects from maximum power and antenna height to not using adjacent channel to active TV stations. In this section, we provide some statistical information about the overall effects of these rules on total number of available WS channels for fixed and portable devices. Table 1 shows the average number of available channels for fixed and portable TVBD in various frequency bands. In addition, the number of channels that are used by TV transmitters (Busy 8 channels) as well as the total number of channels that are not released for unlicensed operation (Unused 9 channels) are provided. At the bottom of the table is the final utilization factor that is achieved by permitting unlicensed operation and it is defined as CUF ¼ 1 À Unused Channels Total TV Channels . As the table suggests, an average of 10.76 channels are still left unused even with operation of TVWS devices, which is % 22 percent of all channels. By repeating this simulation for two separate categories of locations, urban versus rural areas, interesting results are observed. As shown in Tables 2  and 3 , the number of available WS channels is highly dependent on population density. The total number of channels in rural areas are twice as many as in the urban areas, mainly because of significant reduction in the number of active TV transmitters; however, the number of unused channels is approximately the same in both.
The variation of the average number of channels versus population density is also of interest. Fig. 8 shows the total number of available channels, sub-divided into those for fixed and portables devices. There is a noticeable big reduction in TVWS channels as population density approaches 1,000 per sq. mile (representing transition from rural to semi-urban areas) and thereafter, the changes are slower. The number of unused channels does not change significantly with population density, as noted in Tables 2 and 3 . Fig. 9 illustrates cumulative density function (CDF) for total number of available channels as well as number of available channels for fixed and portable devices, in urban and rural areas, defined as:
CDF ðxÞ ¼ Pr½Number of channels x:
The rural CDF is shifted by approximately 10 channels, relative to urban CDF which again highlights further availability of TVWS in rural places.
Primary to Secondary Interference
Primary transmitters are usually of very high power with a poor transmission mask, as shown in Fig. 4 . Therefore, they have considerable out-of-band emissions up to two adjacent channels, which significantly reduces secondary user's SINR. As a result, TV white space is in fact gray space with different levels of pollution in different channels. Fig. 10 illustrates noise and interference levels in all free channels (outside protection contour for primary transmitter) for fixed and portable devices. The figure also shows maximum and minimum interference level for both device types. The minimum interference is practically the same as thermal noise floor À106 dBm. On the other hand, the maximum noise level can be as large as À30 dBm which is significantly high and can severely affect the performance of secondary network. The level of interference to fixed devices is generally larger than portables. This is due to higher antennas that are used for fixed transmitters (up to 30 meters is allowed according to FCC regulation [3] ) while portable transmitter antenna is supposed to be less than 3 meters high. The extend of this difference depends on specific location of the receiver and can be as large 15 $ 20 dB.
While it is expected to receive higher noise level at lower frequencies, the Fig. 10 does not reveal any specific pattern for noise level. This is mainly because the number of TV transmitters in each channel and their corresponding transmission power and antenna height is different. Here, we have considered TV transmitters in a range of 300-km from the receiver's location. Channel Utilization Factor 53.8% 68.9% 83% 78% 8 . We consider a channel as busy if target location is inside the service contour for that transmitter. 9 . Any channel that is not used by TV services (outside service contour) and not released for TVWS operations. Thus, it includes channels reserved for wireless microphone, PLMRS/CMRS, and radio astronomy sites.
PRACTICAL TRADE-OFFS IN SECONDARY NETWORK DESIGN

Link Capacity versus TVBD Power
Suggested by (14) , link capacity is a function of available bandwidth W ðQ T ; GÞ and SINR = P sec =L sec N 0 W 0 þI . For the fixed bandwidth of TV channels, increasing link capacity should be through secondary power P sec . In contrast to regular communication systems, higher power in TVWS has a negative effect on link capacity since it expands protection region of TV transmitters. As a result, channel availability probability pðGÞ in (7) and average number of WS channels decreases which diminishes link capacity. The natural question is of course what is the optimum secondary power?
Latest FCC regulations [3] has set a maximum transmission power of 4.0 Watt for fixed and 100/40 mWatt for portable devices. Therefore, as long as P sec is below the limit it does not affect available TV white space and any transmission power above the limit translates to zero white space availability. This is a severely quantized version of previous FCC rules [1] and it is not suitable for evaluation of capacity-power trade-off. Hence, for this section we use FCC rules in [1] (denoted as FCC2008 10 ) as well as latest FCC regulation (FCC 2012). Channel Utilization Factor 55% 65% 85% 79% Optimum transmission power that maximizes available white space depends on spatial distribution of TV transmitters. Therefore, it can change significantly from one market to the other. Figs. 11 and 12 present two different markets in states of Washington and Colorado. Each figure shows the number of available channels as well as capacity as a function of secondary power. For FCC2012, average number of channels is fixed as long as P sec 4:0 Watts and average capacity increases linearly because number of channels is not affected by power increase. However, after crossing the threshold of 4.0 watt, there is zero capacity available with the current ruling. On the other hand, using FCC2008, the number of available channels decreases monotonically by increasing secondary power because the ratio of desired to undesired signal decreases. Available capacity shows the trade-off between SINR improvement (which is dominant initially) and reduction in number of available channels that is dominant at higher power levels. Therefore, capacity increases up to a maximum point and then drops rapidly.
Comparing the two cases for FCC regulations, we notice that there are significant white space capacity for P sec ! 4:0 that is lost in the current FCC rules. Interference-based calculation of TVWS provides a more accurate measure of channel availability and opens further flexibility for secondary network design. These results show possible amendments to current FCC rules in favor of enabling more white space capacity particularly in rural areas 11 (as back-haul) where distances are larger and networks are power-limited.
Link Capacity versus TVBD Antenna Height
The height of the secondary user's antenna is also affecting network capacity by changing path loss for TVBD transmitter. Increasing antenna height has following effects on network capacity: Secondary to secondary path loss decreases, higher capacity.
Minimum distance increases, hence pðGÞ reduces and results in lower capacity. Primary to secondary interference increases, lower capacity. The overall effect of increasing antenna height depends on transmitter power, link distance and other fundamental parameters in (5) . But the trade-off is obvious that increasing height will not continuously enhance capacity and there should be a cutting point. This optimization rises from the counter effects of higher received power at the receiver against less channel availability and more interference. Fig. 13 shows dependency of average number of channels on TVBD antenna height for various transmission powers. Increasing antenna height monotonically reduces channel accessibility due to extended protection regions for TV transmitters. Fig. 14 displays secondary network capacity as a function of TVBD antenna height for Seattle market. For lower power scenarios (EIRP 4 W), increasing height will improve capacity even up to 100 meters. For higher power levels, there is an Fig. 11 . Average number of available TV white space channels and capacity for Denver market in state of Colorado. Capacity is calculated for a point to point link of fixed TVBDs, with 500 m distance. FCC2012/ FCC2008 represents current/former FCC regulations. Antenna height is fixed to 20.0 meters. Fig. 12 . Average number of available TV white space channels and capacity for Seattle market in state of Washington. Capacity is calculated for a point to point link of fixed TVBDs, with 500 m distance. FCC2012/ FCC2008 represents current/former FCC regulations. Antenna height is fixed to 20.0 meters. Fig. 13 . Average number of available TV white space channels for Seattle market in state of Washington. FCC2012/FCC2008 represents current/former FCC regulations.
11. Simulation points in this section are carefully chosen to represent both urban and rural areas. optimum height after which the reduced number of channels becomes dominant and capacity drops. In practice, secondary to secondary interference will also vary as antenna height changes, which depends on the frequency reuse distance. This is not considered here to avoid over complications.
Link capacity versus Terrain Irregularity
The characteristics of propagation environment is modeled through DH parameter in ITM model. It ranges from DH ¼ 0 for extremely flat to DH ¼ 500 for rugged mountainous-type area. In practice, DH should be calculated in every direction around TV transmitters (resulting in noncircular contour models) for computation of protection contour. The effect of this parameter on network capacity is through pðGÞ in (7) which directly modifies the overall capacity (14) . Precise evaluation of DH is very critical since it significantly affects ITM path loss model (and any other empirical model). Calculating the exact value of DH is very challenging mainly because available terrain information is sparse, for example Globe [31] provides terrain height for every 30 arc-seconds (or approximately every 1 km in latitude and longitude) which may easily miss localized tall buildings or skyscrapers. Therefore, it is necessary to understand how the value of DH affects pðGÞ. Fig. 15 plots pðGÞ versus DH for channel 14 and for different values of EIRP. Increasing DH translates to further irregularity of the area, larger values of path loss and eventually smaller protection regions. This will leave wider areas for unlicensed operation by TVBDs and therefore pðGÞ increases. FCC has overlooked the use of this variable in calculating protection regions in [2] , [3] , [34] . This figure shows how significantly the value of pðGÞ varies (from 60 to 90 percent) depending on the value of DH.
Cell Size
The throughput of each user in the secondary cellular network depends on the available capacity in that cell as well as the number of users U R requesting service in the cell. By assuming a MAC layer with efficiency of h MAC , capacity per user can be formulated as
The number of service requests in a cell depends on population density and cell size,
where a is proportionality constant. Therefore, capacity per user can be rewritten as
where the first factor is a constant and does not depend on network planning parameters. The second factor however is the normalized total capacity per area (bit/sec/m 2 ) and must be optimized to achieve the best throughput per user. The capacity per area (CPA) depends on the various parameters that we studied before as well as cell size. In the following, we will explore the behavior of CPA versus r cell for which we employ (14) and evaluate it for various values of r cell . Fig. 16 shows capacity of a cell on different channels (channel 6 and 19) as a function of cell radius. The trade-off between the cell size and total capacity on each channel is clear for different frequency reuse patterns, K ¼ 1; 3; 9 which is due to counter effect of higher received power and higher inter-cell interference. These results are averaged over different distances within the cell. The capacity per user, however, shows a different behavior versus cell size as shows in Fig. 17 . Here, the capacity per area is presented which is proportional to capacity per user as in (17) . The results predict a uniform increase in capacity per user as cell radius decreases which is because the number of users in the cell decreases proportional to 1 r 2 cell . This is an interesting effect because we can improve the capacity of each user by deploying more and more base stations with reduced coverage range. This conclusion however is valid only for stationary users that are not moving from cell to cell and therefore they do not incur additional overhead of being handed off from one cell to another.
For a mobile user that is moving from one cell to another cell, if the cell size is very small then the user has to be handed off very often. The hand-over process usually takes a certain delay overhead t HO , during which user data is not transmitted to base stations. Let's assume user is moving in a straight line with speed V m/s. During a duration of t, the number of times that the user must be handed off is proportional to V t r cell . Therefore, the effective capacity that is experience by the mobile user is
with b being a proportionality constant. Fig. 18 shows the result for a mobile user of speed V ¼ 50 km/h and handover delay t HO ¼ 1 s. As this figure suggests, the cell size cannot be less than 25 meters because the effective capacity drops fast.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced a framework for analysis of secondary networks operating in the TV white space spectrum. There are two important factors which determine the overall performance of any secondary device in this band, number of available channels and capacity of each available channel. Both factors are spatially variable because of the irregular structure of the primary network (TV transmitters and other certified devices in TV band).
The number of available channels is defined through FCC regulations (which describes how primary services must be protected) and TVBD system parameters such as power, antenna height, device type. We studied white space availability for both fixed and portable devices over the contiguous United States by considering all FCC rules. Our simulation results revealed that there is a significant difference in total number of available channels between rural (average of 25.84) and urban (average of 13.35) areas and the average number of available channels monotonically decreases as population density increases. Even in urban areas, there are significant variations between different markets; while no white space is available in Los Angeles, there are 17.18 channels available in Seattle.
The white space availability of a TV channel at any location is expected to be based on presence of active TV transmitters. However, our results showed that an average of 10 $ 11 channels are left unused 12 (neither by TV transmitters nor by TVBD) and this average number does not change significantly with population density. This is because current FCC rules are over protective, mainly due to poor design of TV receivers which cannot coexist with adjacent channel transmitters and a number of reserved channels for devices that may not necessarily use the channel at a given time/location. In addition, channels 3 and 4 are not opened for white space operation and therefore contribute to total unused channels.
We introduced a detailed model for secondary network capacity that includes the key parameters in both primary and secondary networks. The model includes two sources of interference for the secondary network, primary transmitters and other secondary devices. The information from current FCC database for TV broadcasters together with real terrain data and Longley Rice model were utilized to estimate co/adjacent channel noise floor at different channels (a standard transmission mask for TV broadcasters was considered that extends beyond the 6-MHz channel up to two adjacent channels). The results show that primary to secondary interference can be as large À30 dBm in certain locations. This is particularly important for network operators that are interested in using TV band as an off-loading mechanism for their services; high base stations can receive significant interference from TV broadcasters.
The proposed secondary network was arranged in a cellular layout inside the allowed regions for sharing WS channels between TVBDs. The cross interference between secondary devices were defined in the context of this cellular layout. We used this model to evaluate various tradeoffs that exists between available capacity versus power, antenna height, cell size and path loss parameters to illustrate possible optimizations in future TVWS network designs. We also explored the available capacity per user for both stationary and mobile user. The results showed a trade-off between average area capacity and cell radius for the case of mobile user.
APPENDIX A PROTECTION RADIUS CALCULATION
A.1 Protected Contour r PC For a given TV transmitter, protection contour r PC is found by finding the maximum distance where signal strength (in dBu) or equivalently signal power (in dBm) drops to minimum threshold D, defined in Table 6 . The received power P r is defined in terms of transmitted power P t as:
where G t (G r ) is transmitter (receiver) antenna gain and L TV ð:Þ is the path loss model for TV signals as a function of distance to transmitter. The range of protection contour highly depends on this path loss model:
Note that protection contour is only a feature of TV transmitter and does not depend on secondary user parameters.
A.2 Protection Region r p
Protection region is defined for every application of secondary users. For example for fixed TVBD, power limit is higher and it forces secondary users to be further away from TV transmitter than portable devices with much lower power limits. Let's assume g is the desired interference ratio g ¼ Desired Signal Power Undesired Signal Power , P sec is the power of secondary user, and G sec is the antenna gain of secondary transmitter. The minimum separation distance d MS as shown in Fig. 2 should be such that resulting g is at least equal to threshold g 0 given by Table 5 for various TV channels and services P sec þ G sec À L sec ðd MS Þ þ G r D À g 0 ;
(21) where L sec ð:Þ is the path loss model for secondary transmitter. Using this, r p is found to be:
This equation shows how P sec plays an important role in calculation of channel availability.
APPENDIX B ITM PATH-LOSS MODEL
The ITM path loss model in area mode is defined in terms of a reference attenuation A ref . This is the median attenuation relative to a free space signal that should be observed on the set of all similar paths during times when the atmospheric conditions correspond to a standard, well-mixed, atmosphere. The reference attenuation is determined by three piecewise equations as a function of distance: frequency is not apparent in (23) but all the parameters are function of frequency. 13 The total path loss is the sum of A ref and free space path loss which also depends on frequency:
where C is the speed of light in vacuum. The irregularity parameter for an average terrain is DH ¼ 90; Using this, the reference attenuation for lowest/highest available frequency in TV band (channel 2 ¼ 57 MHz, channel 51 ¼ 695 MHz) are found as: Channel 2: According to analysis in Sections 2 to 5, determination of free channels as well as capacity calculations in TVWS highly depends on path loss model behavior. The more precise the model the less spectrum resources are wasted and better protection is provided to TV receivers. In order to achieve some intuition about how coefficients in ITM model, (23) , (24) , depend on fundamental parameters such as frequency, antenna height and irregularity parameter, a simplified version of ITM model that is more specific to TVWS system parameters is presented here. The original detailed ITM model can be found in [ 
where line-of-sight distance d Ls is defined as:
where h g;TX =h g;RX are transmitter/receiver structural height and g e is the Earth's curvature constant. The diffraction range parameters are defined as: illustrates dependency on antenna heights and terrain irregularity DH. The diffraction function A diff ðsÞ is a complex function in terms of Fresnel integral [23] . The line-of-sight coefficients in (25) are simplified to K 2 ¼ 0, A los is also defined in [23] in terms of the 'extended diffraction attenuation', A d and the 'two-ray attenuation', A t :
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